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Codebook (from SPSS)
List of variables on the working file
Name (Position) Label
respnum$ (1)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F9
    Write Format: F9
time$ (2)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F6
    Write Format: F6
yrsres (3) Years lived in Oregon
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F2
    Write Format: F2
           Value    Label
               0    = LESS THAN 1 YEAR
              96    96 OR MORE
              97    REFUSED
              98    DON'T KNOW
              99    NO ANSWER
feelora (4) Feelings about Oregon
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    VERY POSITIVE
               2    SOMEWHAT POSITIVE
               3    SOMEWHAT NEGATIVE
               4    VERY NEGATIVE
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
feelcom (5) Feelings about community
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    VERY POSITIVE
               2    SOMEWHAT POSITIVE
               3    SOMEWHAT NEGATIVE
               4    VERY NEGATIVE
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
feelleg (6) Feelings about state legislature
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    VERY POSITIVE
               2    SOMEWHAT POSITIVE
               3    SOMEWHAT NEGATIVE
               4    VERY NEGATIVE
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
trustleg (7) Trust state legislature
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    ALWAYS
               2    OFTEN
               3    SOMETIMES
               4    RARELY
               5    NEVER
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
trustgov (8) Trust state government agencies
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    ALWAYS
               2    OFTEN
               3    SOMETIMES
               4    RARELY
               5    NEVER
               6    IT VARIES
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
feelpark (9) Feelings about Oregon State Parks and beaches
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    VERY POSITIVE
               2    SOMEWHAT POSITIVE
               3    SOMEWHAT NEGATIVE
               4    VERY NEGATIVE
               5    KNOW NOTHING ABOUT STATE PARKS
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
park2 (10) Source of Oregon State Parks funding
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    PARK FEES
               2    STATE TAXES
               3    FEDERAL MONEY
               4    LOTTERY
               5    SOMETHING ELSE
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
alted1 (11) At-risk: Rating of public school's services
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    EXCELLENT
               2    VERY GOOD
               3    GOOD
               4    FAIR
               5    POOR
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
alted2 (12) At-risk: Whose responsibility is alternative placement
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT
               2    PARENTS
               3    SOMEONE ELSE
               4    COMBINATION SCHOOL/PARENTS
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
alted3 (13) At-risk: Should district pay if they cannot provide
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               3    IT DEPENDS
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
alted4 (14) Disabilities: Should district pay if they cannot provide
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               3    IT DEPENDS
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
alted5 (15) At-risk: Priority of alt-ed programs
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    HIGHER PRIORITY THAN NOW
               2    THE SAME AS NOW
               3    LOWER PRIORITY THAN NOW
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
goodjob1 (16) Feelings about Oregon police officers
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    POSITIVE
               2    NEGATIVE
               3    NEUTRAL
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
rp1 (17) Frequency of racial influence on Oregon police stops
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    NEVER
               2    RARELY
               3    SOMETIMES
               4    OFTEN
               5    ALWAYS
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
rp2 (18) Change in fairness over past 12 months
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    MORE FAIR
               2    LESS FAIR
               3    ABOUT THE SAME
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
rp7 (19) Appropriateness of race-based stops
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    NEVER
               2    RARELY
               3    SOMETIMES
               4    FREQUENTLY
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
stop1 (20) Total stops in past 12 months
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F2
    Write Format: F2
           Value    Label
              50    50 TIMES OR MORE
              97    REFUSED
              98    DON'T KNOW
              99    NO ANSWER
stop1a (21) Traffic stops in past 12 months
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F2
    Write Format: F2
           Value    Label
              50    50 TIMES OR MORE
              97    REFUSED
              98    DON'T KNOW
              99    NO ANSWER
stop2 (22) Times searched
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F2
    Write Format: F2
           Value    Label
              97    REFUSED
              98    DON'T KNOW
              99    NO ANSWER
stop3 (23) Times ticketed
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F2
    Write Format: F2
           Value    Label
              97    REFUSED
              98    DON'T KNOW
              99    NO ANSWER
_
stop4 (24) Reason officer gave for stop
    Measurement Level: Nominal
    Column Width: 255  Alignment: Left
    Print Format: A255
    Write Format: A255
stop5 (25) Believe reason provided for stop was false
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
stop6 (26) Why R disagreed with officer's reason
    Measurement Level: Nominal
    Column Width: 255  Alignment: Left
    Print Format: A255
    Write Format: A255
envir1 (27) Environment take care of itself, no matter what
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
envir2 (28) Pollution levels so high that environment cannot recover
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               3    IT DEPENDS
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
envir3 (29) Protect environment or economic growth
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    PROTECTING ENVIRONMENT
               2    ECONOMIC GROWTH
               3    A BALANCE OF THE TWO
               4    IT DEPENDS
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
envorg (30) Environmental organization member in household
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
purch (31) Consider environmental impact of purchases
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
eatmeat (32) Frequency of meat consumption
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    OFTEN
               2    SOMETIMES
               3    NEVER
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
food1 (33) First thought: Organic food
    Measurement Level: Nominal
    Column Width: 255  Alignment: Left
    Print Format: A255
    Write Format: A255
food2 (34) Frequency of organic food purchases
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    NEVER
               2    RARELY
               3    SOMETIMES
               4    OFTEN
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
food3 (35) Types of organic food purchased
    Measurement Level: Nominal
    Column Width: 255  Alignment: Left
    Print Format: A255
    Write Format: A255
food4 (36) Aware of USDA national organic standards
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
food5 (37) Knowledge of organic labeling standards
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    A LOT
               2    SOME
               3    LITTLE
               4    NOTHING AT ALL
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
food6a (38) Can GE foods be labeled organic (form A)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               3    DON'T KNOW, BUT ASSUME SO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
food7a (39) Can irradiated foods be labeled organic (form A)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               3    DON'T KNOW, BUT ASSUME SO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
food7b (40) Can irradiated foods be labeled organic (form B)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               3    DON'T KNOW, BUT ASSUME SO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
food6b (41) Can GE foods be labeled organic (form B)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               3    DON'T KNOW, BUT ASSUME SO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
food8 (42) Trust organic labels
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    A LOT
               2    SOME
               3    A LITTLE
               4    NOT AT ALL
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
vote (43) Voter registration status
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               3    NOT A U.S. CITIZEN
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
vote1 (44) Vote in most recent election
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
food10 (45) Vote on Measure 27
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    IN FAVOR OF
               2    AGAINST
               3    SKIPPED ITEM ON BALLOT
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
food10a (46) Reason voted for Measure 27
    Measurement Level: Nominal
    Column Width: 255  Alignment: Left
    Print Format: A255
    Write Format: A255
food10b (47) Reason voted against Measure 27
    Measurement Level: Nominal
    Column Width: 255  Alignment: Left
    Print Format: A255
    Write Format: A255
food11 (48) Likely to purchase GE foods
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    VERY LIKELY
               2    SOMEWHAT LIKELY
               3    NOT TOO LIKELY
               4    NOT AT ALL LIKELY
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
food12 (49) Main grocery shopper in household
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               3    NO MAIN SHOPPER
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
vote1a (50) Governor vote
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    KULONGOSKI
               2    MANNIX
               3    COX
               4    DID NOT VOTE FOR GOVERNOR
               5    OTHER
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
vote1b (51) U.S. Senate vote
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    BRADBURY
               2    FITZGERALD
               3    MABON
               4    SMITH
               5    DID NOT VOTE FOR U.S. SENATE
               6    OTHER
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
vote2 (52) 2000 Presidential vote
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
vote2a (53) 2000 Presidential candidate
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F2
    Write Format: F2
           Value    Label
               1    BUSH
               2    GORE
               3    NADER
               4    BROWNE
               5    BUCHANAN
               6    DID NOT FOR PRESIDENT
               7    OTHER
              97    REFUSED
              98    DON'T KNOW
              99    NO ANSWER
vote3 (54) Party affiliation
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    DEMOCRAT
               2    REPUBLICAN
               3    INDEPENDENT
               4    GREEN
               5    LIBERTARIAN
               6    REFORM, CONSTITUTIONAL, OTHER
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
vote4 (55) Lean Democrat or Republican
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    DEMOCRAT
               2    REPUBLICAN
               3    OTHER
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
ideol1 (56) Political ideology (form A)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    LIBERAL
               2    MODERATE
               3    CONSERVATIVE
               4    OTHER
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
ideol2 (57) Political ideology (form B)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    CONSERVATIVE
               2    MODERATE
               3    LIBERAL
               4    OTHER
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
vbm1 (58) VBM impact voting frequency
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    MORE OFTEN
               2    LESS OFTEN
               3    ABOUT THE SAME
               4    OTHER
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
vbm2 (59) Prefer VBM or polling place
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    VOTE BY MAIL
               2    POLLING PLACE
               3    OTHER
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
vbm3 (60) Ever vote by absentee ballot
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
vote5 (61) Election night: Still vote if president was decided
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
tax1 (62) Vote for/against Measure 28
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    FOR THE MEASURE
               2    AGAINST THE MEASURE
               3    DON'T PLAN ON VOTING
               4    ALREADY VOTED FOR
               5    ALREADY VOTED AGAINST
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
tax2a (63) $114 per year avg increase impact vote
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
tax2b (64) $300 million in cuts impact vote
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
victim1 (65) Victim of person crime
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
victim1a (66) Number of person crimes
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F2
    Write Format: F2
           Value    Label
              96    96 TIMES OR MORE
              97    REFUSED
              98    DON'T KNOW
              99    NO ANSWER
_
victim2 (67) Victim of property crime
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
victim2a (68) Number of property crimes
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F2
    Write Format: F2
           Value    Label
              96    96 TIMES OR MORE
              97    REFUSED
              98    DON'T KNOW
              99    NO ANSWER
victim3 (69) Contacted police regarding victimization
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
victim3a (70) Number of times contacted police
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F2
    Write Format: F2
           Value    Label
              96    96 TIMES OR MORE
              97    REFUSED
              98    DON'T KNOW
              99    NO ANSWER
gamblea (71) Ever gambled on WWW
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
gambleb (72) Gambled on WWW in past 12 months
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
gamblec (73) Amount deposited in WWW acounts (past 12 months)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F5
    Write Format: F5
           Value    Label
           99996    99996 OR MORE
           99997    REFUSED
           99998    DON'T KNOW
           99999    NO ANSWER
gamble1 (74) Gambled at casino (past 12 months)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO -
               3    R CASINO EMPLOYEE
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
game1 (75) Games played: Slot machines
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
game2 (76) Games played: Bingo
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
game3 (77) Games played: Poker
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
game4 (78) Games played: Table games
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
game5 (79) Games played: Keno or another game
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
game6 (80) Place any sports bets
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
game7 (81) Horse or dog race bets
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
game8 (82) Other casino game
    Measurement Level: Nominal
    Column Width: 194  Alignment: Left
    Print Format: A194
    Write Format: A194
gamble2 (83) Gambled at Oregon casino (in past 12 months)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               3    R CASINO EMPLOYEE
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
gamble2a (84) Number of visits to Oregon casinos (past 12 months)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F3
    Write Format: F3
           Value    Label
             996    996 OR MORE
             997    REFUSED
             998    DON'T KNOW
             999    NO ANSWER
gamble2b (85) Money set aside for gambling in Oregon
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F5
    Write Format: F5
           Value    Label
           99995    R DID NOT SET ASIDE MONEY
           99996    99996 OR MORE
           99997    REFUSED
           99998    DON'T KNOW
           99999    NO ANSWER
_
gamble3 (86) Gambled outside Oregon (past 12 months)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
lasvegas (87) Gambled in Las Vegas (past 12 months)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
wash (88) Gambled in Washington (past 12 months)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
gamble3a (89) Number of trips to gamble outside Oregon (past 12 months)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F3
    Write Format: F3
           Value    Label
             996    996 OR MORE
             997    REFUSED
             998    DON'T KNOW
             999    NO ANSWER
gamble3b (90) Money set aside for gambling outside Oregon
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F5
    Write Format: F5
           Value    Label
           99995    R DID NOT SET ASIDE MONEY
           99996    99996 OR MORE
           99997    REFUSED
           99998    DON'T KNOW
           99999    NO ANSWER
terr1 (91) Likelihood of attack in near future
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    VERY LIKELY
               2    SOMEWHAT LIKELY
               3    NOT VERY LIKELY
               4    NOT AT ALL LIKELY
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
terr2 (92) Future attack involve biological weapons
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    VERY LIKELY
               2    SOMEWHAT LIKELY
               3    NOT VERY LIKELY
               4    NOT AT ALL LIKELY
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
terr3 (93) Likelihood of attack near area of residence
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    VERY LIKELY
               2    SOMEWHAT LIKELY
               3    NOT VERY LIKELY
               4    NOT AT ALL LIKELY
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
terr4 (94) Confidence in local government's ability to handle biological attack
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    VERY CONFIDENT
               2    SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT
               3    NOT VERY CONFIDENT
               4    NOT AT ALL CONFIDENT
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
terr5 (95) Sept 11: Changes in activities
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
terr6 (96) Want to survive biological attack
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               3    IT DEPENDS
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
news (97) Main source of news
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F2
    Write Format: F2
           Value    Label
               1    NEWSPAPERS
               2    NEWS MAGAZINES
               3    TELEVISION
               4    RADIO
               5    WORLD WIDE WEB
               6    FRIENDS AND RELATIVES
               7    SOMETHING ELSE
               8    COMBINATION
               9    GETS NO NEWS
              97    REFUSED
              98    DON'T KNOW
              99    NO ANSWER
_
county (98) County of residence
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F2
    Write Format: F2
           Value    Label
               1    BAKER
               2    BENTON
               3    CLACKAMAS
               4    CLATSOP
               5    COLUMBIA
               6    COOS
               7    CROOK
               8    CURRY
               9    DESCHUTES
              10    DOUGLAS
              11    GILLIAM
              12    GRANT
              13    HARNEY
              14    HOOD RIVER
              15    JACKSON
              16    JEFFERSON
              17    JOSEPHINE
              18    KLAMATH
              19    LAKE
              20    LANE
              21    LINCOLN
              22    LINN
              23    MALHEUR
              24    MARION
              25    MORROW
              26    MULTNOMAH
              27    POLK
              28    SHERMAN
              29    TILLAMOOK
              30    UMATILLA
              31    UNION
              32    WALLOWA
              33    WASCO
              34    WASHINGTON
              35    WHEELER
              36    YAMHILL
              97    REFUSED
              98    DON'T KNOW
              99    NO ANSWER
_
urb_rur (99) Urban or rural area
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    URBAN
               2    SUBURBAN
               3    RURAL
               4    FARM, RANCH
               5    OTHER
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
sex (100) Sex
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    MALE
               2    FEMALE
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
age (101) Age
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F2
    Write Format: F2
           Value    Label
              96    96 OR OLDER
              97    REFUSED
              98    DON'T KNOW
              99    NO ANSWER
_
race (102) Race
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F2
    Write Format: F2
           Value    Label
               1    WHITE/CAUCASIAN
               2    BLACK/AFRICAN AMERICAN
               3    ASIAN AMERICAN/PACIFIC ISLANDER
               4    LATINO, HISPANIC
               5    AMERICAN INDIAN/NATIVE AMERICAN
               6    ESKIMO, ALEUT, ALASKAN NATIVE
               7    MIDDLE EASTERN
               8    MIXED RACE
               9    OTHER
              97    REFUSED
              98    DON'T KNOW
              99    NO ANSWER
educ (103) Level of education
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F2
    Write Format: F2
           Value    Label
               1    0-8 YEARS, NO GED
               2    8-12 YEARS, NO HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR GED
               3    HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR GED
               4    SOME COLLEGE, NO DEGREE
               5    ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE
               6    BACHELORS DEGREE
               7    MASTERS DEGREE
               8    DOCTORATE OR PROFESSIONAL DEGREE
               9    OTHER
              97    REFUSED
              98    DON'T KNOW
              99    NO ANSWER
_
www (104) Access to Internet
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               3    YES, BUT DON'T
               4     NEVER HEARD OF WWW
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
voluntr1 (105) Volunteered in last year
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
employ (106) Employment status
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F2
    Write Format: F2
           Value    Label
               1    EMPLOYED
               2    RETIRED
               3    LOOKING FOR WORK / UNEMPLOYED
               4    KEEPING HOUSE
               5    STUDENT
               6    DISABLED /UNABLE TO WORK
               7    VOLUNTEER WORK ONLY
               8    SOMETHING ELSE
              97    REFUSED
              98    DON'T KNOW
              99    NO ANSWER
_
license1 (107) R have driver's license
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               3    LICENSE CURRENTLY SUSPENDED
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
license2 (108) Driven in last year
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
drive1 (109) Number of years with license
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F2
    Write Format: F2
           Value    Label
               0    LESS THAN ONE YEAR
              80    80 YEARS OR MORE
              97    REFUSED
              98    DON'T KNOW
              99    NO ANSWER
_
drive2 (110) Miles driven per week
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F3
    Write Format: F3
           Value    Label
               0    R DRIVES INFREQUENTLY
             996    996 OR MORE MILES EACH WEEK
             997    REFUSED
             998    DON'T KNOW
             999    NO ANSWER
car1 (111) Make, model, and year of car
    Measurement Level: Nominal
    Column Width: 103  Alignment: Left
    Print Format: A103
    Write Format: A103
car2 (112) Color of car
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F2
    Write Format: F2
           Value    Label
               1    BLACK
               2    BLUE TONES
               3    BROWN
               4    GRAY/SILVER
               5    GREEN TONES
               6    ORANGE TONES
               7    PURPLE TONES
               8    RED TONES
               9    WHITE
              10    YELLOW TONES
              11    OTHER
              97    REFUSED
              98    DON'T KNOW
              99    NO ANSWER
_
car3 (113) Condition of car
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    EXCELLENT
               2    VERY GOOD
               3    GOOD
               4    FAIR
               5    POOR
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
car4 (114) Modifications to car
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
hhnum (115) Number of people in household
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F3
    Write Format: F3
           Value    Label
              20    20 OR MORE
              97    REFUSED
              98    DON'T KNOW
              99    NO ANSWER
_
hhkids (116) Children in household
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
sch2 (117) Child in public school?
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
sch3 (118) Child in public mid/high school?
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
hhkid1 (119) Child at-risk of academic failure?
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
hhkid2 (120) Child in alt school/program?
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
disab1 (121) Anyone in household have disability
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    YES
               2    NO
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
income4 (122)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    OVER $40,000
               2    UNDER $40,000
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
income2 (123)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    OVER $25,000
               2    UNDER $25,000
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
income1 (124)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    OVER $18,000
               2    UNDER $18,000
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
income3 (125)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    OVER $70,000
               2    UNDER $70,000
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
income5 (126)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    OVER $100,000
               2    UNDER $100,000
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
ending1 (127) Importance of surveys
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    VERY IMPORTANT
               2    SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
               3    NOT IMPORTANT
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
ending2 (128) Impact of surveys
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F1
    Write Format: F1
           Value    Label
               1    A GREAT DEAL
               2    SOME
               3    A LITTLE
               4    NONE
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
intobs (129) Interviewer observations
    Measurement Level: Nominal
    Column Width: 255  Alignment: Left
    Print Format: A255
    Write Format: A255
income (130) Income
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F4
    Write Format: F4
           Value    Label
               1    LESS THAN $18,000
               2    $18,000 - $25,000
               3    $25,000 - $40,000
               4    $40,000 - $70,000
               5    $70,000 - $100,000
               6    OVER $100,000
               7    REFUSED
               8    DON'T KNOW
               9    NO ANSWER
_
yrsresr (131) Years lived in Oregon (categorized)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F8.2
    Write Format: F8.2
           Value    Label
            1.00    LESS THAN 5
            2.00    5 TO 9
            3.00    10 TO 19
            4.00    20 TO 29
            5.00    30 TO 39
            6.00    40 OR MORE
            7.00    REFUSED
            8.00    DON'T KNOW
            9.00    NO ANSWER
ager (132) Age (categorized)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F8.2
    Write Format: F8.2
           Value    Label
            1.00    18 TO 29
            2.00    30 TO 39
            3.00    40 TO 49
            4.00    50 TO 59
            5.00    60 TO 69
            6.00    70 OR OLDER
            7.00    REFUSED
            8.00    DON'T KNOW
            9.00    NO ANSWER
_
hhnumr (133) Number of people in household (categorized)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F8.2
    Write Format: F8.2
           Value    Label
            6.00    6 OR MORE
            7.00    REFUSED
            8.00    DON'T KNOW
            9.00    NO ANSWER
zone (134) Zone of Residence
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F8.2
    Write Format: F8.2
           Value    Label
            1.00    ZONE 1
            2.00    ZONE 2
            3.00    ZONE 3
            4.00    ZONE 4
            5.00    ZONE 5
            6.00    ZONE 6
            7.00    ZONE 7
            8.00    ZONE 8
           97.00    REFUSED
           98.00    DON'T KNOW
           99.00    NO ANSWER
stop1r (135) Total stops in past 12 months (categorized)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F8.2
    Write Format: F8.2
           Value    Label
             .00    ZERO
            1.00    1 TIME
            2.00    2 TIMES
            3.00    3 TIMES
            4.00    4-10 TIMES
            5.00    11 OR MORE TIMES
            7.00    REFUSED
            8.00    DON'T KNOW
            9.00    NO ANSWER
_
stop2r (136) Times searched (categorized)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F8.2
    Write Format: F8.2
           Value    Label
             .00    ZERO
            1.00    1 TIME
            2.00    2 TIMES
            3.00    3 TIMES
            4.00    4-10 TIMES
            5.00    11 OR MORE TIMES
            7.00    REFUSED
            8.00    DON'T KNOW
            9.00    NO ANSWER
stop3r (137) Times ticketed (categorized)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F8.2
    Write Format: F8.2
           Value    Label
             .00    ZERO
            1.00    1 TIME
            2.00    2 TIMES
            3.00    3 TIMES
            4.00    4-10 TIMES
            5.00    11 OR MORE TIMES
            7.00    REFUSED
            8.00    DON'T KNOW
            9.00    NO ANSWER
_
stop1ar (138) Traffic stops in past 12 months (categorized)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F8.2
    Write Format: F8.2
           Value    Label
             .00    ZERO
            1.00    1 TIME
            2.00    2 TIMES
            3.00    3 TIMES
            4.00    4-10 TIMES
            5.00    11 OR MORE TIMES
            7.00    REFUSED
            8.00    DON'T KNOW
            9.00    NO ANSWER
drive1r (139) Number of years with license (categorized)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F8.2
    Write Format: F8.2
           Value    Label
            1.00    5 OR FEWER YEARS
            2.00    6-10 YEARS
            3.00    11-20 YEARS
            4.00    21-30 YEARS
            5.00    31-40 YEARS
            6.00    41-50 YEARS
            7.00    51 OR MORE YEARS"
           97.00    REFUSED
           98.00    DON'T KNOW
           99.00    NO ANSWER
_
drive2r (140) Miles driven per week (categorized)
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F8.2
    Write Format: F8.2
           Value    Label
            1.00    20 MILES OR LESS
            2.00    21-50 MILES
            3.00    51-100 MILES
            4.00    101-200 MILES
            5.00    201-400 MILES
            6.00    401 OR MORE MILES
            7.00    REFUSED
            8.00    DON'T KNOW
            9.00    NO ANSWER
gambl2br (141) Money set aside for gambling in Oregon
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F8.2
    Write Format: F8.2
           Value    Label
             .00    ZERO
            1.00    $20 OR LESS
            2.00    $21-$100
            3.00    $101-$500
            4.00    $501-$1000
            5.00    $1001 OR MORE
            6.00    R DID NOT SET ASIDE MONEY
            7.00    REFUSED" 8 "DON'T KNOW" 9 "NO ANSWER"
gambl3br (142) Money set aside for gambling outside Oregon
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F8.2
    Write Format: F8.2
           Value    Label
             .00    ZERO
            1.00    $20 OR LESS
            2.00    $21-$100
            3.00    $101-$500
            4.00    $501-$1000
            5.00    $1001 OR MORE
            6.00    R DID NOT SET ASIDE MONEY
            7.00    REFUSED" 8 "DON'T KNOW" 9 "NO ANSWER"
_
gambl2ar (143) Number of visits to Oregon casinos
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F8.2
    Write Format: F8.2
           Value    Label
            1.00    ONE
            2.00    TWO
            3.00    THREE OR MORE
            7.00    REFUSED" 8 "DON'T KNOW" 9 "NO ANSWER"
gambl3ar (144) Number of trips to gamble outside Oregon
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F8.2
    Write Format: F8.2
           Value    Label
            1.00    ONE
            2.00    TWO
            3.00    THREE OR MORE
            7.00    REFUSED" 8 "DON'T KNOW" 9 "NO ANSWER"
victm1ar (145) Number of person crimes
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F8.2
    Write Format: F8.2
           Value    Label
            1.00    ONE
            2.00    TWO
            3.00    THREE OR MORE
            7.00    REFUSED" 8 "DON'T KNOW" 9 "NO ANSWER"
victm2ar (146) Number of property crimes
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F8.2
    Write Format: F8.2
           Value    Label
            1.00    ONE
            2.00    TWO
            3.00    THREE OR MORE
            7.00    REFUSED" 8 "DON'T KNOW" 9 "NO ANSWER"
_
victm3ar (147) Number of times contacted police
    Measurement Level: Scale
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: F8.2
    Write Format: F8.2
           Value    Label
            1.00    ONE
            2.00    TWO
            3.00    THREE OR MORE
            7.00    REFUSED" 8 "DON'T KNOW" 9 "NO ANSWER"
date (148)
    Measurement Level: Nominal
    Column Width: 8  Alignment: Right
    Print Format: ADATE10
    Write Format: ADATE10
_
